1. The **seal** sips soup with a **spoon**.
2. **Santa** is surfing with **Oscar Octopus**.
3. The **walrus** sailed on the **sailboat**.
4. **Gus** wears **socks** with his **sandals**.
5. **Fancy Fox** likes **grapes**, **cereal**, and **ice cream**.
6. **Sara** has new **braces** and a new **necklace**
7. **Darcy Dinosaur** loves **popsicles**.
8. **Steve** sews his pants while he **sings**.
9. The **hippopotamus** likes to build **sandcastles**.
10. **Skippy Skunk** is **sleeping** in the doghouse.
11. Six friends like to relax on the **sofa**.
12. It was **snowing** when the **snail** won the **race**.
13. The nice nurse served soup to the **sick moose**.
14. The **princess** kissed the frog after they played **tennis**.
15. **Spot Spider** got stuck in the pancake syrup.
16. **Oops**! The rhinoceros **slipped** on the soap.
17. **Missy Mouse** drinks **orange juice** and eats **lettuce**.
18. The **waitress** saw an insect in the soup!
19. **Sid** snored on the sofa and made **Alice** **sad**.
20. **Cowgirl Bess** sat on a **cactus**. Ouch!
21. **Susie** saw a **grasshopper** in her glass.
22. The **skeleton** smiled as he **skated**.
23. The **starfish** did not like going to the dentist.
24. The **skunk** is sliding down the **slide**.
25. **Sissy** the **seagull** got a suntan.
26. **Sally** jumped on a **stool** when a **snake** **slid** by.
27. **Snazzy Snake** eats **strawberries** and **slurps** soda.
28. The **grasshopper** whistled a sad song.

**Totals:**

| 1 | 2 | 3 | 4 | 5 | 6 | 7 | 8 | 9 | 10 | 11 | 12 | 13 | 14 | 15 | 16 | 17 | 18 | 19 | 20 | 21 | 22 | 23 | 24 | 25 | 26 | 27 | 28 |

**Symbol Key:**

- = correct response
- = incorrect response

**Notes:**
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